Ritanserin versus lorazepam: a double-blind, cross-over study of reaction times in healthy volunteers.
Ritanserin, a benzydrilen-piperidine derivative, with a potent, selective and long-lasting antagonist activity on serotonin type 2 receptors, has shown anxyolitic properties and a lesser sedative profile than benzodiazepines. Ritanserin and lorazepam at therapeutical doses, were compared in eight healthy volunteers in a double-blind, cross-over study in order to detect possible different impairments of performances. Before and during the treatment, all subjects were daily submitted to a test of rapidity and regularity of response to acoustic and visual stimuli by means of an electronic device. A visual analogue scale for the self-assessment of the drowsiness degree was also administered. Ritanserin did not modify reaction times, while lorazepam significantly prolonged them. The analysis of data within treatments significantly favoured ritanserin, while between treatments there was only a trend in favour of ritanserin. The analogical scale for concentration showed a significant reduction with lorazepam, whereas for drowsiness no alteration occurred with either drug.